A novel computer aided quantification method of focal arteriolar narrowing using colour retinal image.
We present a novel method for the quantification of focal arteriolar narrowing (FAN) in human retina, a precursor for hypertension, stroke and other cardiovascular diseases. A reliable and robust arteriolar boundary mapping method is proposed where intensity, gradient and spatial prior knowledge about the arteriolar shape is incorporated into a graph based optimization method to obtain the arteriolar boundary. Following the mapping of the arteriolar boundaries, arteriolar widths are analysed to quantify the severity of focal arteriolar narrowing (FAN). We evaluate our proposed method on a dataset of 116 retinal arteriolar segments which are manually graded by two expert graders. The experimental results indicate a strong correlation between the quantified FAN measurement scores provided by our method and two experts graded FAN severity levels. Our proposed FAN measurement score: percent narrowing (PN) shows high correlation (Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.82(p<0.0001) for grader-1 and 0.84(p<0.0001) for grade-2) with the manually graded FAN severity levels provided by two expert graders. In addition to that, the proposed method shows better reproducibility (Spearman correlation coefficient ρ=0.92(p<0.0001)) compared to two expert graders ( [Formula: see text] (p<0.0001) and [Formula: see text] ) in two successive sessions. The quantitative measurements provided by the proposed method can help us to establish a more reliable link between FAN and known systemic and eye diseases.